
30 Sept 69 

Herold: 

You asked for some further comment on the base of 399. 1 cannot 

add much to whet I have already said until I see the base itself
 or 

another good picture of the base than the one that I Have. On the 

basis of information contained in that picture, 	is of excellent 

quality, it is my firm opinion that 399 lost no substance whatever 

at the base except in the area of the conical crater that I pained. 

out before. 
The lumps in the base indicate only the flow of lead out the base 

at the time ehen 399 impacted with something. The seme type of flow, 

with sonehat less disruption of the surface, is visible at the bases 
of Frazier's two test bullets (which 1,:ere fired into cotton batting) 

and of Olivier's test bullet (which was fired into a goat cercas fsd 

did not strike bone). On the base of 399 tkionExxxneemizexiertithexxxxx 
Roffman's picture shows no flattened areas, no striations, no 

evidence whatever that the base rubbed against somethir_g hard that 

took any substance from it. -L vies: of the base itself or of rnother 

Picture shoving the besi in different light might cause me to charee 
my opinion, but as of this moment 1 think that :-J99 had lost no frement 

or fragments 'hen it reached Frazier's hands. i'one. 
Lecause this u.^. tier is exceedingly important and because you 

cant it tested in court, I urge you by ell neans to chech carefully 

with others and see if you eet e refutation of my opinion. If you 

find someone whoseye that that bullet can have lost even a single 

fragment from any other place than the conical crater, then ask him 
ehere; -ehen you find out, then tell me, for I can find no such piece 

in iZoffm:in'a Loud Photo of ::e9. 
The flake or fragment that came off during nhotopraphing for 

Thompson undoubtedly came from tne conical crater. In making these 

tiny craters, 1 often pot little bits at the bottom of the crater or 

along the rim of its widest margin, bits which could easily come off 
just by p:ently rubbing the finger across the base. 

Roffmen's picture does not show the crack in the base very well, 

but I doubt Ihether a better photo of it would cause me to change my 
vieW, :since the crack appears to be lust that--a crack, end if anything 

came from it (I don't see hot, anything could) then it cannot have been 

birrer than a speck of dust. 

I would like to have two things to fill out my information: 
(1) an unfired  Western Cartridge CO. bullet, for I am not 

absolutely certain of the configuration of the base before 

firing. I could explain some physics of the lead floc if 

I 7aiew that en, linfired bullet looked li:ze at the bese. 

(2) Your )11.ot° of the base, both because it nielit contain info 
that i cTh net "et cut of lioffeer'e ehoto, end so that ee 

can heve xxxxxxieemixix the sene item of reference. hither 

send me the photo itself for xx2inx copying, or sent me the 
rewriber by ehich the _,rchives designates it, so that I can 

at el copy from the ,_rchives. I am nor very hunrry to 

learn all I can about the base. 

eeerin, it is extremely imeertent that you et the opinion of ethers 
befolc ,ou have the matter tested in court. Once you are eecured that 
the opinion is correct and irrefutable, then you can even put Feaeier 

on the stand and have him render an opinion-- that a dance we Iould 

see then. 
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